23 March 2018

Dear Parents

Year 1 – Science Project Homework

As you may be aware, the children have been learning all about Animals and their classification in science during this half term and all of the staff have been very impressed with the children’s enthusiasm and interest within this area of science. Therefore, my colleagues and I have made the decision to set the children homework of a project to be completed over the next three weeks based on Animals and their classification. The projects should be returned to school after the Easter holidays no later than 18 April 2018.

The children can choose any animal that they wish from the classifications of mammals, reptiles, fish, amphibians or birds and should include an animal’s diet, habitat and classification facts. This homework can be presented in any format that they wish. This may include any or an amalgamation of the following:

- Writing
- Pictures [drawn or printed]
- Models
- Artefacts
- Different forms of resources

This project was introduced last year to Year 1 and the children created some fantastic projects. We all look forward to seeing the children’s creations that are as fancy as they wish. Projects will be displayed in the Academy’s science area once returned to school.

Thank you for your support and I hope that the children enjoy this challenge.

Yours sincerely

Mrs Allen
Science Subject Leader
Year 1